
CANALSHIP assists SAROST in Turkey, which has 
organized and managed the Jack up Rig JAWHA-
RA 05 and Jacket transportation from the port 
of Galveston Texas, USA to the shipyard of 
GEMAK in Tuzla, Turkey.

FEB 2015

A very important logistics operation operated by the "Offshore and Facilities Management" 
SAROST division. On July 30, the Jack up Rig JAWHARA 05 and Jacket, were loaded aboard a 
semi-submersible vessel specialized in heavy transport to reach in 23 days later the GEMAK 
shipyard in Tuzla.

A total mass of 7600 tons with a height of over 100 meters, have crossed the Atlantic and the 
Mediterranean Sea without incident.

The operation of loading and transport of the Rig and Jacket has required a perfect logistics coor-
dination of all specific expertise in loading offshore structures unloading in Turkey using air bags 
floating system. 

The team in charge had to deal with many challenges but thanks to the seriousness and profes-
sionalism of SAROST staff with the support of marine engineering offices, they succeeded to 
overcome such challenges added to that, the cooperation of towing company, transport barge, and 
specialized companies.

We were able to meet these challenges. All loading operation of Jack up Rig JAWHRA 05 and 
Jacket was conducted under the supervision of a "marine warrantee surveyor" delegated by 
SAROST.

Reconversion of Jack up RIG into Mobile Offshore Drilling & Production Unit MODPU TUZLA 
shipyard, Turkey.

SAROST is responsible for carrying out the development of the oil field Halk El Menzel for the 
benefit of the operating oil company TOPIC. SAROST is in charge of engineering work and resto-
ration of all the units required for the development of the oil field.

Canalship assisted in all means in this project for all needs in Turkey and served as a professional 
maritime agent that has taken care of several parts of the Jawhara 05 project.



CANALSHIP is now managing MV LEO I in addition 
to vessel MV DIVA.

FEB 2015

After managing MV DIVA for quite some time, Canalship is now taking care of the management of 
a new vessel, MV LEO I.

Ship information:

NAME :   MV LEO I
FLAG :   TOGO
REGISTRY PORT  LOME
IMO NO :  8917730
MMSI :   671500000
CALL SIGN :  5VCV9
TYPE :   CONTAINER
LENGTH / BREADTH : 103.5 Meter /16.24 Meter
GRS / NET :  3828 / 2016
BUILT YEAR :  1991
SECURITY LEVEL : LEVEL 1

CANALSHIP ‘s network of strategic partners 
reaches 72 including local, regional, and inter-
national partners.

After building strong relationships with local and regional clients, Canalship was able to make 
important agreement with quite reputable and reliable agencies worldwide, and added to its 
network many alliances and agency agreements to serve the company fulfill its commitment to 
excellence to its clients and other partners.


